3D Objects based on perturbation functions are considered in this paper. For shape creating a set of algorithms and software based on function-defined surfaces that perform an interactive rate and enable intuitive operations was proposed. Interactive modification of the 3D objects allows us to provide high level of detail leading to a photo-realistic appearance of the resulting shapes.
INTRODUCTION
The idea of representation of an entire complex object by a single real function was applied effectively in skeletal implicit [1] and min/max operations for CSG proposed in Ricci [2] . But it have not found wide acceptance. Because polygonization algorithms stress the common nature of implicit and voxel models. Time-dependent transformation of skeletal implicit such as metamorphosis and scheduled Fourier volume morphing are presented in [7, 8] . So, representations by real functions are used in modeling and visualization. These models are not connected to each other. These models are not connected to such well-known representations as CSG, B-rep, sweeping, and spatial partitioning such as voxel models. This obviously retards further research. A uniform functionally description is needed to fill these gaps. It has to: unify all functionally based approaches; be convertible from other representations; be dimension independent; have as reach as possible a set of operations and relations; the research directions needed to introduce the function representation; elaboration of a set of operations closed on functionbased multidimensional space-time objects; specification, implementation, and application of an interactive modeling system based on functionally defined representation; analysis and experiments on different computer architectures. Investigation of field of application function representation is especially effective. There are requirements to a modeling environment: provision of multiple representations with converting all other representations into the function representation; uniform description of objects of different dimensions; simple definition, including a symbolic one, of a new primitives and operations by the end user; ability to create complex objects from simple ones keeping the type of the representation, closure property; access to simple components of a complicated model with a possibility to modify them and relationships between them; static and time-dependent geometric modeling; efficiency of rendering algorithms.
Conclusions from the above overview are: more deep connection with CSG is possible; more deep connection with sweeping is possible; more deep connection with voxel models is possible.
New method description of functionally objects without their approximation by polygons or spline-patches is considered.
GEOMETRIC OBJECTS
Describing complex geometric objects by specifying the function of deviation (second-order function) from the base surfaces was proposed in Vyatkin [9] . The object is a composition of the base surface and the perturbation
where the perturbation function R(x, y, z) is found as follows
Herein, Q(x, y, z) is the perturbing quadric.
The obtained surfaces are smooth (see Fig. 1 ).
The figure 2 shows a scene, whose description required 4Kbyte information, which is 500 times less than the polygonal description that would take 2Mbyte information. 
GEOMETRIC OPERATIONS
Two forms of elements of the set of objects are simple objects and complex objects (see Figs. 2 and 3). A complex object is a result of operations on simple objects [9] .
The set of geometric operations  is:
where n is the number of operation operand.
Let the object G1 be represented as 1(X)  0. The unary operation (n =1) of the object G1 means operation G2=¡(G1) with the definition
where  is a continuous real function of one variable.
Projections
Let the source object G1  En be defined by the function 1(x1,x2,…,xi,…,xn)  0 and its projection G2 En-1 be defined by the function
The object G2 can be described as a union of sections of the object G1 by the hyper plane xi=Cj, where Cj+1 = Cj+xi, j=1, N and C1=ximin. Let be the function for the section. As a result, the function for the projection at xi0 is a union of all functions 1j: 2=1112…1j…1N.
For the whole scene we fixed one coordinate, depending on what projection had to be obtained.
Offsetting
Let the source object be described by the function (X)>0, the obtained object will be defined by the function F=(X) + C, where С<0 determines the negative offsetting (compression) and C>0 determines the positive offsetting. Adding together the positive or negative constant yields extension or compression of the object.
Set-Theoretic Operations
Let the 3D objects G1 and G2 be described as 1(X)  0 and 2(X)  0. The of the 3D objects G1 and G2 means operation G3=¡(G1,G2) with the definition
where  is the continuous real function of two variables.
3D Metamorphosis
Let F1 and F2 be values of the functions of the first and second 3D objects, respectively. Then the resulting perturbation function is calculated as follow:
where β is the positive continuous function.
For 3D objects with the use of perturbation functions, one can perform 3D morphing of nongomeomorphic objects.
Twisting
Twisting is a 3D deformation being a particular case of bijective mapping which serves for defining deformations of source objects. For twisting of the source 3D object we found and transformed its coordinates x, y, z.
Global and Local Deformation
If we want to propagate the deformation it should be somehow added to all object that it affects. Actually the scene is organized so that it is no possibility to add object only by referencing i.e. without copying.
Sweeping
Swept volume as a projection of a moving object from the 4D(x,y,z,t) space to the 3D(x,y,z) space is considered.
Then we draw the solid each time new coordinates that were changed by the proper law. In so doing, the previous images are preserved in the memory and used to obtain the result of swept volume. The newly formed figure is a union of images of the swept solid for different positions.
Relations
A binary relation is a subset of the set ²=MXM. It can be described as
Si : MXM→I
The examples of binary relations are inclusion, point membership, interference or collision.
Collision Detection
We propose a method of collision detection without using any bounding volumes around each object and preprocessing stage [10] . The object collision is detected in a constant time, and the detection of events is absolutely ensured. Method is based on the relation of object intersections, and on the recursive object space subdivision for search the contact point of the objects.
INTERACTIVE GEOMETRIC MODELLING BASED ON THE PERTURBATION FUNCTIONS
Creating models one of the main problems of modern computer graphics. Commercial systems of geometric modelling require experienced users significant time, expertise and artistic talent to create 3-D forms. For interactive mode, many systems require triangulation model. For visualization used special fast interactive ray tracing and interactive polygonization algorithms. This leads to a loss of accuracy and complexity of the calculations. Method of surface deformation without pre-triangulation was proposed in Vyatkin [11] . Have been developed an algorithms and the set of C++ classes: adaptive ray casting for scenes containing functionally-based representation; С++ classes for rendering of functionally-based objects; С++ classes for proposed interface. The system can be expanded to include new algorithms and features.
These class hierarchies make up the core package which can be expanded to add functionality or to change some underlying mechanisms. Other tasks of the work including automatic (optimal) segmentation, manipulation of free forms, and seamless rendering (triangulation) are developed using these classes.
VISUALIZATION
The main point at this stage is the efficient finding of the ray intersection. This task is similar to visualization in volumetric tomography, where the density function is defined by discrete data. In our case, we use an analytically defined density function. The scene is in a unit three-dimensional cube. We omit the initial transformations and pay more attention to the main part of the method. The observer looks along the Z axis (Fig. 4) .
Figure-4. Ray casting
Rays pass through the image plane, and each of them corresponds to a pixel on the image. In the search for the points of ray intersection, each ray is divided along the Z axis to form a set of voxels. Thus, we obtain a density function along the ray which depends on one variable. The task is to find the point at which the function vanishes.
The visualization time is reduced by using the computational resources of a GPU with CUDA (NVIDIA). The result of running the programs on different processing units is the same even if they may have a different number of multiprocessors. Among the functions of the GPU was to calculate the coordinates of points of the surfaces, normals, and illumination. Geometric transformations were performed by the CPU. The DirectX was used for visualization. Testing was performed on Intel Core2 CPU E8400 3.0 GHz, GPU and 9800 GT 470 GTX processors [12] .
POLYGONIZATION METHOD
Many geometric calculations are performed on polygonal models. Navigable nature of polygons (list of vertices, edges, faces) supports non-graphical operations such as placing an object on a surface. Systems of rapid prototyping operate with polygonal models. Octree subdivision mesh extraction method based on recursion is proposed [13] .
The model is subdivided into smaller cells. The process repeats, until the minimum cell size is reached. All the leaf cells containing the surface are polygonized. Unlike the predictor-corrector methods, this algorithm does not need an initial point to begin the polygonization with. It detects the surface automatically without holes. Proposed algorithm of surface points building works faster than step-by-step algorithm.
Step-by-step calculations look every cell of space to define whether object is inside or outside the cell, but proposed algorithm can skip big amount of empty cells at once. During the surface triangulation, a mesh is calculated from a multitude of points.
For analyzing how close the function-based surface the polygonal mesh were used two error metrics.
CREATING SURFACES FROM POLYGONAL MESHES
In work [14] authors have applied their method to a variety of polygonal meshes. However, their method requires enormous computing expenses (running time of implicitization on a 195MHz R10k up to 24 hours) and keeping of big amount information -N³.
We developed necessary algorithms functionally-based surface creating that is most important: automatic segmentation and connectivity -compactness/connectivity/smoothness, hierarchical triangle meshes, choice of basic primitives-quadrics, surface fitting (using extreme-stationary points and point/normal analysis), and generation of functions [15] . In this method we directly generated perturbation functions from the triangular mesh.
CONCLUSION
The main merits of our approach are the following: reduced database for describing curvilinear objects (representation of objects by free-form surfaces reduces 100 times and more the database description compared with their representation by polygons); efficiency of the masking rendering technique; reduction of the load on the geometry processor and decrease of data flow from it to the raster subsystem; simple animation and morphing of scenes. The proposed visualization algorithm along with the possibility to visualize arbitrary surfaces of free-forms and inhomogeneous volume spaces offers a wide scope of application. The free-form representation has a wide field of applications (graphics systems for visualizing functionally defined objects, CAD 3-D simulation systems, 3-D web visualization, prototyping, etc.). More effective tools for designing, manipulating, and deforming free-form 3-D shapes are needed in CAD, animation, and virtual reality applications.
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